LESS THAN 24 MONTHS FTE ADVANCED TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

When a Trainee or Exemptions Candidate is required to complete less than 24 months FTE Advanced, or Advanced-like Training, the following is also required:

For eight months FTE or less

- One exercise/project for each of the three learning goals (social, cultural & biological) (Links 63, 64, 65)
- One Ethical Practice Activity (Link 22)
- 10 hours of CME activities (Link 67)
- Skills development in Leadership and Management in Psychiatry (Link 68)
- Weekly experiences in Psychological Aspects of Management in Psychiatry, with monthly Supervision (Link 62)
- Monthly experiences in the Application of Consultative Skills in Psychiatry (Link 66)

For between eight and sixteen months FTE

- Two exercises/projects for each of the three learning goals (social, cultural & biological) (Links 63, 64, 65)
- One Ethical Practice Activity (Link 22)
- 25 hours of CME activities (Link 67)
- Skills development in Leadership and Management in Psychiatry (Link 68)
- Weekly experiences in Psychological Aspects of Management in Psychiatry, with monthly Supervision (Link 62)
- Monthly experiences in the Application of Consultative Skills in Psychiatry (Link 66)

For sixteen months or more FTE

- Three exercises/projects for each of the three learning goals (social, cultural & biological) (Links 63, 64, 65)
- Two Ethical Practice Activities (Link 22)
- 50 hours of CME activities (Link 67)
- Skills development in Leadership and Management in Psychiatry (Link 68)
- Weekly experiences in Psychological Aspects of Management in Psychiatry, with monthly Supervision (Link 62)
- Monthly experiences in the Application of Consultative Skills in Psychiatry (Link 66)

Requirements are further explained in the mentioned Links, which are found on the College website via “Pre Fellowship – Links and Forms”:

- The Certificate of Completion for Exemption Candidates is located under Link 61.
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